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We give almost-linear-time algorithms for constructing sparsifiers with n poly(log n) edges that
approximately preserve weighted (ℓ22 + ℓpp) flow or voltage objectives on graphs. For flow objectives,
this is the first sparsifier construction for such mixed objectives beyond unit ℓp weights, and is
based on expander decompositions. For voltage objectives, we give the first sparsifier construction
for these objectives, which we build using graph spanners and leverage score sampling. Together
with the iterative refinement framework of [Adil et al, SODA 2019], and a new multiplicative-
weights based constant-approximation algorithm for mixed-objective flows or voltages, we show
how to find (1 + 2−poly(log n)) approximations for weighted ℓp-norm minimizing flows or voltages in
p(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) time for p = ω(1), which is almost-linear for graphs that are slightly dense
(m ≥ n4/3+o(1)).
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1 Introduction
Network flow problems are some of the most extensively studied problems in optimization
(e.g. see [4, 37, 20]). A general network flow problem on a graph G(V, E) with n vertices




where f ∈ RE is a flow vector on edges satisfying net vertex demands d ∈ RV , B ∈ RE×V
is the signed edge-vertex incidence matrix of the graph, and cost(f ) is a cost measure
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the celebrated maximum-flow problem with capacities S; the weighted ℓ1-minimizing flow
problem, cost(f ) = ∥Sf ∥1 captures the transshipment problem generalizing shortest paths
with lengths S; and cost(f ) = f ⊤Rf = ∥R
1
2 f ∥22 captures the electrical flow problem [42].




Analogous to the flow problems, picking cost′(Bv) = ∥SBv∥1 captures the capacitated
min-cut problem, cost′(Bv) = ∥S−1Bv∥∞ captures vertex-labeling [26], and cost′(Bv) =
(Bv)⊤R−1Bv = ∥R−
1
2 Bv∥22 captures the electrical voltages problem.
The seminal work of Spielman and Teng [42] gave the first nearly-linear-time algorithm
for computing (1 + 1/ poly(n))-approximate solutions to electrical (weighted ℓ2-minimizing)
flow/voltage problems. This work spurred the “Laplacian Paradigm” for designing faster al-
gorithms for several classic graph optimization problems including maximum flow [11, 38, 22],
multi-commodity flow [22], bipartite matching [29], transshipment [39], and graph partition-
ing [32]; culminating in almost-linear-time or nearly-linear-time low-accuracy algorithms (i.e.
1 + ε approximations with poly( 1ε ) running time dependence) for many of these problems.
Progress on high-accuracy algorithms (i.e. algorithms that return (1 + 1/ poly(n))-
approximate solutions with only a poly(log n) factor overhead in time) for solving these
problems has been harder to come by, and for many flow problems has been based on
interior point methods [18]. E.g. the best running time for maximum flow stands at
Õ(min(m
√
n, nω + n2+1/6)) [27, 15] and Õ(m4/3) for unit-capacity graphs [29, 28, 21]. Other
results making progress in this direction include works on shortest paths with small range
negative weights [16], and matrix-scaling [13, 5]. Recently, there has been progress on the
dense case. In [44], the authors developed an algorithm for weighted bipartite matching
and transshipment running in Õ(m + n3/2) time. This is a nearly-linear-time algorithm in
moderately dense graphs.
Bubeck et al. [9] restarted the study of faster high-accuracy algorithms for the weighted
ℓp-norm objective, cost(f ) = ∥Sf ∥p, a natural intermediate objective between ℓ2 and ℓ∞.
This result improved the running time significantly over classical interior point methods
[31] for p close to 2. Adil et al. [1] gave a high-accuracy algorithm for computing ℓp-norm
minimizing flows in time min{m 43 +o(1), nω} for p ∈ (2,
√
log n]. Building on their work,
Kyng et al. [25] gave an almost-linear-time high-accuracy algorithm for unit-weight ℓp-norm
minimizing flows cost(f ) = ∥f ∥pp for large p ∈ (ω(1),
√
log n]. More generally, they give
an almost-linear time-high-accuracy algorithm for mixed ℓ22 + ℓpp objectives as long as the
ℓpp-norm is unit-weight, i.e.,
cost(f ) = ∥R
1
2 f ∥22 + ∥f ∥
p
p.
Their algorithm for (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-minimizing flows was subsequently used as a key ingredient
in recent results improving the running time for high-accuracy/exact maximum flow on
unit-capacity graphs to m4/3+o(1) [28, 21].
In this paper, we obtain a nearly-linear running time for weighted ℓ22 + ℓpp flow/voltage
problems on graphs. Our algorithm requires p(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) time for p = ω(1) which
is almost-linear-time for p ≤ mo(1) in slightly dense graphs, (m ≥ n4/3+o(1)).
Our running time m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1) is even better than the Õ(m + n3/2) time obtained
for bipartite matching in [44]. Our result beats the Ω(n3/2) barrier that arises in [44]
from the use of interior point methods that maintain a vertex dual solution using dense
updates across
√
n iterations. The progress on bipartite matching relies on highly technical
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graph-based inverse maintenance techniques that are tightly interwoven with interior point
method analysis. In constrast, our sparsification methods provide a clean interface to iterative
refinement, which makes our analysis much more simple and compact.
Graph Sparsification. Various notions of graph sparsification – replacing a dense graph
with a sparse one, while approximately preserving some key properties of the dense graph –
have been key ingredients in faster low-accuracy algorithms. Benczúr and Karger [8] defined
cut-sparsifiers that approximately preserve all cuts, and used them to give faster low-accuracy
approximation algorithms for maximum-flow. Since then, several notions of sparsification
have been studied extensively and utilized for designing faster algorithms [33, 41, 35, 40, 30,
38, 22, 36, 17, 24, 19, 12].
Sparsification has had a smaller direct impact on the design of faster high-accuracy
algorithms for graph problems, limited mostly to the design of linear system solvers [42,
23, 34, 24]. Kyng et al. [25] constructed sparsifiers for weighted ℓ22 + unweighted ℓpp-norm
objectives for flows. In this paper, we develop almost-linear time algorithms for building
sparsifiers for weighted ℓ22 + ℓpp norm objectives for flows and voltages,
cost(f ) = ∥R
1
2 f ∥22 + ∥Sf ∥pp, and cost′(Bv) = ∥W
1
2 Bv∥22 + ∥UBv∥pp,
and utilize them as key ingredients in our faster high-accuracy algorithms for optimizing
such objectives on graphs. Our construction of sparsifiers for flow objectives builds on the
machinery from [25], and our construction of sparsifiers for voltage objectives builds on graph
spanners [6, 33, 7].
2 Our Results
Our main results concern flow and voltage problems for mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objectives for p ≥ 2.
Since our algorithms work best for large p, we restrict our attention to p = ω(1) in this
overview. Section 3 provides detailed running times for all p ≥ 2. We emphasize that by
setting the quadratic term to zero in our mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objectives, we get new state of the
art algorithms for ℓp-norm miniziming flows and voltages.
Mixed ℓ2-ℓp-norm minimizing flow. Consider a graph G = (V, E) along with non-negative
diagonal matrices R, S ∈ RE×E , and a gradient vector g ∈ RE , as well as demands d ∈ RV .
We refer to the diagonal entries of R and S as ℓ2-weights and ℓp-weights respectively. Let B
denote the signed edge-vertex incidence of G (see Appendix in full version). We wish to solve






We require g ⊥ {ker(R) ∩ ker(S) ∩ ker(B)} so that the problem has bounded minimum
value, and d ⊥ 1 so a feasible solution exists. These conditions can be checked in linear
time and have a simple combinatorial interpretation. Note that the choice of graph edge
directions in B matters for the value of g⊤f ,. The flow on an edge is allowed to be both
positive or negative.
Mixed ℓ2-ℓp-norm minimizing voltages. Consider a graph G = (V, E) along with non-
negative diagonal matrices W ∈ RE×E and U ∈ RE×E , and demands d ∈ RV . We refer
to the diagonal entries of W and U as ℓ2-conductances and ℓp-conductances respectively.
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In the voltage setting, we only require d ⊥ 1 so the problem has bounded minimum value.
Obtaining good solutions. For both these problems, we study high accuracy approxim-
ation algorithms that provide feasible solutions x (a flow or a voltage respectively), that
approximately minimize the objective function from some starting point x(0), i.e., for some
small ε > 0, we have
E(x)− E(x⋆) ≤ ε(E(x(0))− E(x⋆))
wher x⋆ denotes an optimal feasible solution. Our algorithms apply to problems with
quasipolynomially bounded parameters, including quasipolynomial bounds on non-zero
singular values of matrices we work with. Below we state our main algorithmic results.
▶ Theorem 1 (Flow Algorithmic Result). Consider a graph G with n vertices and m edges,
equipped with non-negative ℓ2 and ℓp-weights, as well as a gradient and demands, all with
quasi-polynomially bounded entries. For p = ω(1), in p(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) log2 1/ε time we
can compute an ε-approximately optimal flow solution to Problem (1) with high probability.
This improves upon [1, 2, 3] which culminated in a pm4/3+o(1) log2 1/ε time algorithm.
▶ Theorem 2 (Voltage Algorithmic Result). Consider a graph G with n vertices and m
edges, equipped with non-negative ℓ2 and ℓp-conductances, as well as demands, all with
quasi-polynomially bounded entries. For p = ω(1), in p(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) log2 1/ε time we
can compute an ε-approximately optimal voltage solution to Problem (2) with high probability.
Background: Iterative Refinement for Mixed ℓ2-ℓp-norm Flow Objectives. Adil et al. [1]
developed a notion of iterative refinement for mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objectives which in the flow
setting, i.e. Problem (1), corresponds to approximating E ′(δ) = E(f + δ) using another
(ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objective which roughly speaking corresponds to the 2nd degree Taylor series
approximation of E ′(δ) combined with an ℓp-norm term ∥Sδ∥pp, while ensuring feasibility
of f + δ through a constraint Bδ = 0. We call the resulting problem a residual problem.
Adil et al. [1] showed that obtaining a constant-factor approximate solution to the residual
problem in δ is sufficient to ensure that E(f + δ) is closer to the optimal solution by a
multiplicative factor depending only on p. In [2], this result was sharpened to show that
such an approximate solution for the residual problem can be used to make (1 − Ω(1/p))
multiplicative progress to the optimum, so that O(p log(m/ε)) iterations suffice to produce
an ε-accurate solution.
In order to solve the residual problem to a constant approximation, Adil et al. [1] developed
an accelerated multiplicative weights method for (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-flow objectives, or more generally,
for mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-regression in an underconstrained setting.
Sparsification results. Our central technical results in this paper concern sparsification
of residual flow and voltage problems, in the sense outlined in the previous paragraph.
Concretely, in nearly-linear time, we can take a residual problem on a dense graph and
produce a residual problem on a sparse graph with Õ(n) edges, with the property that constant
factor solutions to the sparse residual problem still make (1− Ω(m−
2
p−1 p)) multiplicative
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progress on the original problem. This leads to an iterative refinement that converges in
O(pm
2
p−1 log(m/ε)) steps. However, the accelerated multiplicative weights algorithm that we
use for each residual problem now only requires Õ(n4/3) time to compute a crude solution.
Flow residual problem sparsification. In the flow setting, we show the following:
▶ Theorem 3 (Informal Flow Sparsification Result). Consider a graph G with n vertices and
m edges, equipped with non-negative ℓ2 and ℓp-weights, as well as a gradient. In Õ(m) time,
we can compute a graph H with n vertices and Õ(n) edges, equipped with non-negative ℓ2
and ℓp-weights, as well as a gradient, such that a constant factor approximation to the flow
residual problem on H, when scaled by m
−1
p−1 results in an Õ(m
2
p−1 ) approximate solution to
the flow residual problem on G. The algorithm works for all p ≥ 2 and succeeds with high
probability.
Our sparsification techniques build on [25], require a new bucketing scheme to deal with
non-uniform ℓp-weights, as well as a prepreprocessing step to handle cycles with zero ℓ2-weight
and ℓp-weight. This preprocessing scheme in turn necessitates a more careful analysis of
additive errors introduced by gradient rounding, and we provide a more powerful framework
for this than [25].
Voltage residual problem sparsification. In the voltage setting, we show the following.
▶ Theorem 4 (Voltage Sparsification Result (Informal)). Consider a graph G with n vertices
and m edges, equipped with non-negative ℓ2 and ℓp-conductances. In Õ(m) time, we can
compute a graph H with n vertices and Õ(n) edges, equipped with non-negative ℓ2 and
ℓp-conductances, such that constant factor approximation to the voltage residual problem on
H, when scaled by m
−1
p−1 results in an Õ(m
1
p−1 ) approximate solution to the voltage residual
problem on G. The algorithm works for all p ≥ 2 and succeeds with high probability.
Note that our voltage sparsification is slightly stronger than our flow sparsification, as
the former loses only a factor Õ(m
1
p−1 ) in the approximation while the latter loses a
factor Õ(m
2
p−1 ). Our voltage sparsification uses a few key observations: In voltage space,
surprisingly, we can treat treat the ℓ2 and ℓp costs separately. This behavior is very different
than the flow case, and arises becase in voltage space, every edge provides an “obstacle”, i.e.
adding an edge increases cost, whereas in flow space, every edge provides an “opportunity”,
i.e. adding an edge decreases cost. This means that in voltage space, we can separately
account for the energy costs created by our ℓ2 and ℓp terms, whereas in flow space, the ℓ2 and
ℓp weights must be highly correlated in a sparsifier. Armed with this decoupling observation,
we preserve ℓ2 cost using standard tools for spectral graph sparsification, and we preserve ℓp
cost approximately by a reduction to graph distance preservation, which we in turn achieve
using weighted undirected graph spanners.
Voltage space accelerated multiplicative weights solver. The algorithm from [1] for
constant approximate solutions to the residual problem works in the flow setting. Using
iterative refinement, the algorithm could be used to compute high-accuracy solutions. Because
we can use high-accuracy flow solutions to extract high-accuracy solutions to the dual voltage
problem, [1] were also able to produce solutions to ℓq-norm minimizing voltage problems
(where ℓq for q = p/(p− 1) is the dual norm to ℓp). Hence, by solving ℓp-flow problems for
all p ∈ (2,∞), [1] were able to solve ℓq-norm minimizing voltage problems for all q ∈ (1, 2).
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Our sparsification of flow and voltage problems works only for p ≥ 2. Thus, in order to
solve for q-norm minimizing voltages for q > 2, we require a solver that works directly in
voltage space for mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-voltage objectives.
We develop an accelerated multiplicative weights algorithm along the lines of [11, 10, 1]
that works directly in voltage space for mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objectives, or more generally for
overconstrained mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objective regression. Concretely, this directly gives an
algorithm for computing crude solutions to the residual problems that arise from applying [1]
iterative refinement to Problem (2). Our solver produces an improved O(1)-approximation
to the residual problem rather than a pO(p)-approximation from [1]. This gives an Õ(m4/3)
high-accuracy algorithm for mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objective voltage problems for p > 2, unlike
[1], which could only solve pure p > 2 voltage problems. We then speed this up to a
p(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) time algorithm for p = ω(1) by developing a sparsification procedure
that applies directly to mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-voltage problems for p > 2.
Mixed ℓ2-ℓp-norm regression. Our framework can also be applied outside of a graph
setting, where our new accelerated multiplicative weights algorithm for overconstrained
mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-regression gives new state-of-the-art results in some regimes when combined
with new sparsification results. In this setting we develop sparsification techniques based on
the Lewis weights sampling from the work of Cohen and Peng [17]. We focus on the case
2 < p < 4, where [17] provided fast algorithms for Lewis weight sampling.
▶ Theorem 5 (General Matrices Sparsification Result). Let p ∈ [2, 4), let M ∈ Rm1×n, N ∈
Rm2×n be matrices, m1, m2 ≥ n, and let LSS(B) denote the time to solve a linear system in
B⊤B. Then, we may compute M̃ , Ñ ∈ RO(np/2 log(n))×n such that with probability at least
1− 1
nΩ(1)
, for all ∆ ∈ Rn,
∥M̃∆∥22 + ∥Ñ∆∥pp ≈O(1) ∥M∆∥22 + ∥N∆∥pp,
in time Õ
(
nnz(M ) + nnz(N ) + LSS(M̂) + LSS(N̂)
)
, for some M̂ and N̂ each containing
O(n log(n)) rescaled rows of M and N , respectively.
▶ Theorem 6 (General Matrices Algorithmic Result). For p ∈ [2, 4), with high probability we
can find an ε-approximate solution to (3) in time
Õ
((











for some M̃ and Ñ each containing O(np/2 log(n)) rescaled rows of M and N , respectively,
where LSS(A) is the time required to solve a linear equation in A⊤A to quasipolynomial
accuracy.
Note that for all p ∈ (2, 4), we have that the exponent p(p−2)6p−4 ≤ 0.4.
▶ Remark 7. By [14], a linear equation in A⊤A, where A ∈ Rm×n can be solved to
quasipolynomial accuracy in time Õ(nnz(A) + nω).
Using the above result for solving the required linear systems, we get a running time of
Õ(nnz(M ) + nnz(N ) + (np/2 + nω)n
p(p−2)
6p−4 ), matching an earlier input sparsity result by
Bubeck et al. [9] that achieves Õ((nnz(M ) + nnz(N ))(1 + n 12 m−
1




p n2 + nω), where
M ∈ Rm1×n, N ∈ Rm2×n and m = max{m1, m2}.
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3 Main Algorithm
In this section, we prove Theorems 1, 2, and 6. We first design an algorithm to solve the
following general problem:
▶ Definition 8. For matrices M ∈ Rm1×n, N ∈ Rm2×n and A ∈ Rd×n, m1, m2 ≥ n,d ≤ n,
and vectors b ⊥ {ker(M ) ∩ ker(N ) ∩ ker(A)} and c ∈ im(A), we want to solve
min
x
b⊤x + ∥Mx∥22 + ∥Nx∥pp (3)
s.t. Ax = c.
In order to solve the above problem, we use the iterative refinement framework from [2] to
obtain a residual problem which is defined as follows.









M ⊤Mx + |Nx|p−2Nx and R = 2
p2
M ⊤M + 2N ⊤Diag(|Nx|p−2)N .
This residual problem can further be reduced by moving the term linear in x to the constraints




s.t. g⊤∆ = a, A∆ = 0,
for some constant a.
In order to solve the above problem with ℓ22 + ℓpp objective, we reduce the instance
size via a sparsification routine, and then solve the smaller problem by a multiplicative
weights algorithm. We adapt the multiplicative-weights algorithm from [1] to work in the
voltage space while improving the p dependence of the runtime from pO(p) to p, and the
approximation quality from pO(p) to O(1). The precise sparsification routines are described
in later sections.
For large p, i.e., p > log m, in order to get a linear dependence on the running time on p,
we need to reduce the residual problem in ℓp-norm to a residual problem in log m-norm by
using the framework from [3].
The entire meta-algorithm is described formally in Algorithm 1, and its guarantees are
described by the next theorem. Most proof details are deferred to the full version.
▶ Theorem 10. For an instance of Problem (3), suppose we are given a starting solution
x(0) that satisfies Ax(0) = c and is a κ approximate solution to the optimum. Consider an
iteration of the while loop, line 8 of Algorithm 1 for the ℓp-norm residual problem at x(t). We
can define µ1 and κ1 such that if ∆̄ is a β approximate solution to a corresponding p′-norm
residual problem, then µ1∆̄ is a κ1-approximate solution to the p-residual problem. Further,
suppose we have the following procedures,
1. Sparsify: Runs in time K, takes as input any matrices R, N and vector g and returns




g̃⊤∆− ∥R̃∆∥22 − ∥Ñ∆∥
p′
p′ ,
for any p′ ≥ 2, then µ2∆̃, for a computable µ2 is a κ2β-approximate solution for,
max
A∆=0
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2. Solver: Approximately solves (4) to return ∆̄ such that ∥R̃∆̄∥22 ≤ κ3ν and ∥Ñ∆∥pp ≤ κ4ν
in time K̃(ñ) for instances of size at most ñ.










Algorithm 1 Meta-Algorithm for ℓp Flows and Voltages.
1: procedure Sparsified-p-Problems(A, M , N , c, b, p)












4: for t = 0 to T do
5: At x(t) define g, R, N and res(∆), the residual problem (Definition 9)
6: a← 12 , b← 1, µ1 ← 1, κ1 ← 1




8: while ν ≥ ε f(x
(0))
κp do
9: if p > log m then ▷ Convert ℓp-norm residual to log m-norm residual
10: p′ ← log m








12: a← 133 , b← O(1)m
o(1)
13: µ1 ← m−o(1), κ1 ← mo(1) ▷ Lose κ1 in approx. when scaled by µ1
14: (g̃, R̃, Ñ )← Sparsify(g, R, N ′) ▷ Lose κ2 in approx. when scaled by µ2
15: else
16: (g̃, R̃, Ñ )← Sparsify(g, R, N ) ▷ Lose κ2 in approx. when scaled by µ2
17: p′ ← p
18: Use Solver to compute κ3, κ4 approximate solution to







s.t. g̃⊤∆ = aν, A∆ = 0.
(4)





20: ν ← ν/2






22: x ← x − ∆p
23: return x
3.1 Algorithms for ℓp-norm Problems
The problems discussed in Section 2 are special cases of Problem (3), which means we can
use Algorithm 1. To prove our results, we will utilize Theorem 10, with the respective
sparsification procedures and the following multiplicative-weights based algorithm for solving
problems of the form,
min
∆
∆⊤M ⊤M∆ + ∥N∆∥pp (5)
s.t. A∆ = c.
We describe our solver formally and prove the following theorem about its guarantees in the
full version.
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▶ Theorem 11. Let p ≥ 2. Consider an instance of Problem (5) described by matrices
A ∈ Rd×n, N ∈ Rm1×n, M ∈ Rm2×n, d ≤ n ≤ m1, m2, and vector c ∈ Rd. If the optimum
of this problem is at most ν, Procedure Residual-Solver returns an x such that Ax = c,








to a linear system solver.
We utilize Procedure Residual-Solver as the Procedure Solver in Algorithm
Sparsified-p-Problems. The algorithm uses the procedure only for solving problems











, where LSS(ñ) denotes the time required to solve a linear system in
matrices of size ñ. We also have, κ3 = O(1), κ1/(p−1)4 = O(1).
We next estimate the values of κ1 and µ1. If p ≤ log m, we have µ1 = 1 and κ1 = 1.
Otherwise, µ1 = Õ(1) and κ1 = O(mo(1)) (Refer to the full version).
In order to obtain an initial solution, we usually solve an ℓ2-norm problem. This gives
an mp/2 approximate initial solution which results in a factor of p2 in the running time.
To avoid this, we can do a homotopy on p similar to [3], i.e., start with an ℓ2 solution and
solve the ℓ22 problem to a constant approximation, followed by ℓ23 , ..ℓp. We note that a
constant approximate solution to the ℓp/2-norm problem gives an O(m) approximation to
the ℓp problem and thus, we can solve log p problems where we can assume κ = O(m).
We now complete the proof of our various algorithmic results by utilizing sparsification
procedures specific to each problem.
ℓp Flows
We will prove Theorem 1 (Flow Algorithmic Result), with explicit p dependencies.
Proof. From Theorem 3, we obtain a sparse graph in K = Õ(m) time with ñ = Õ(n) edges.
A constant factor approximation to the flow residual problem on this sparse graph when scaled
by µ2 = m−
1






-approximate solution to the flow residual problem
on the original graph. We can solve linear systems on the sparse graph in Õ(ñ) = Õ(n)
time using fast Laplacian solvers. Using all these values in Theorem 10, we get the final













as claimed. We prove Theorem 3 in the
full version. ◀
ℓp Voltages
We will prove Theorem 2 (Voltage Algorithmic Result), with explicit p dependencies.
Proof. From Theorem 4, we obtain a sparse graph in K = Õ(m) time with ñ = Õ(n)
edges. A constant factor approximation to the voltage residual problem on this sparse graph
when scaled by µ2 = m−
1






-approximate solution to the voltage
residual problem on the original graph. We can solve linear systems on the sparse graph in
Õ(ñ) = Õ(n) time using fast Laplacian solvers. Using these values in Theorem 10, we get













as claimed. We prove Theorem
4 in Section 4. ◀
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General Matrices
We will now prove Theorem 6.
Proof. We assume Theorem 5, which we prove in Appendix (refer to full version). From
the theorem, we have κ2 = O(1) and µ2 = O(1). Note that K = LSS(M̂) + LSS(N̂) for





N̂ , respectively. Since, by Theorem 5, the size of M̃ and Ñ is ñ = O(np/2 log(n)),









4 Construction of Sparsifiers for ℓ22 + ℓpp Voltages
In this section, we prove a formal version of the voltage sparsification result (Theorem 4):
▶ Theorem 12. Consider a graph G = (V, E) with non-negative 2-weights w ∈ RE and
non-negative p-weights s ∈ RE, with m and n vertices. We can produce a graph H = (V, F )
with edges F ⊆ E, ℓ2-weights u ∈ RF , and ℓp-weights t ∈ RF , such that with probability at
least 1− δ the graph H has O(n log(n/ε)) edges and
1
1.5∥W BGx∥2 ≤ ∥UBHx∥2 ≤ 1.5∥W BGx∥2 (6)
and for any p ∈ [1,∞]
1
m1/p log(n)
∥SBGx∥p ≤ ∥TBHx∥p ≤ ∥SBGx∥p (7)
where W = Diag(w), U = Diag(u), S = Diag(s), T = Diag(t). We denote the routine
computing H and u, t by SpannerSparsify, so that (H, u, t) = SpannerSparsify(G, w, s).
This algorithm runs in Õ(m log(1/δ)) time.
We will first define some terms required for our result. Given a undirected graph
G = (V, E), with edge lengths l ∈ RE , and u, v ∈ V , we let dG(u, v) denote the shortest path





▶ Definition 13. Given a undirected graph G = (V, E) with edge lengths l ∈ RE, a K-spanner
is a subgraph H of G with the same edge lengths s.t. dH(u, v) ≤ KdG(u, v).
Baswana and Sen showed the following result on spanners [7].
▶ Theorem 14. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E, l) with m edges and n vertices, and an
integer k > 1, we can compute a (2k − 1)-spanner H of G with O(n1+1/k) edges in expected
time O(km).
▶ Lemma 15. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with positive edge lengths l ∈ RE, and




l(u, v) |x(u)− x(v)| ≤ max(u,v)∈E
1
l(u, v) |x(u)− x(v)| ≤ K max(u,v)∈F
1
l(u, v) |x(u)− x(v)|
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Proof. The inequality max(u,v)∈F 1l(u,v) |x(u)− x(v)| ≤ max(u,v)∈E
1
l(u,v) |x(u)− x(v)| is im-
mediate from F ⊆ E.
To prove the second inequality, we note that if (u, v) ∈ E has shortest path P in H then
1







∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ max(z,y)∈P Kl(z, y) |x(z)− x(y)|.
◀
▶ Definition 16. Given a undirected graph G = (V, E) with m edges and n vertices with
positive edge ℓ2-weights w ∈ RE, a spectral ε-approximation of G is a graph H = (V, F ) with
F ⊆ E with positive edge ℓ2-weights u ∈ RF s.t.
1
1 + ε∥W BGx∥2 ≤ ∥UBHx∥2 ≤ (1 + ε)∥W BGx∥2
where W = Diag(w) and U = Diag(u).
The following result on spectral sparsifiers was shown by Spielman and Srivastava [40]
(see also [43]).
▶ Theorem 17. Given a graph G = (V, E) with positive ℓ2-weights w ∈ RE with m edges and
n vertices, for any ε ∈ (0, 1/2], we can produce a graph H = (V, F ) with edges F ⊆ E and
ℓ2-weights u ∈ RF such that H has O(nε−2 log(n/δ)) edges and with probability at least 1− δ
we have that (H, u) is a spectral ε-approximation of (G, w). We denote the routine computing
H and u by SpectralSparsify, so that (H, u) = SpectralSparsify(G, s, ε, δ). This
algorithm runs in Õ(m) time. Furthermore, if the weights w are quasipolynomially bounded,
then so are the weights of u.
We can now prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 12. We consider a graph G = (V, E) with m edges and n vertices, and
with non-negative ℓp-weights r ∈ RE , non-negative ℓ2-weights s ∈ RE . We define Ê ⊆ E to
be the edges s.t. s(e) > 0, and then let l ∈ RÊ by l(e) = 1/s(e), and Ĝ = (V, Ê). We then
apply Theorem 14 to Ĝ with l as edge lengths, and with k = log(n). We turn the algorithm
of Theorem 14 into running time Õ(m log(1/δ)), instead of expected time Õ(m), by applying
the standard Las Vegas to Monte-Carlo reduction. With probability 1− δ/2, this gives us a
log n-spanner H1 of Ĝ, and we define t by restricting s to the edges of H1. By Lemma 15,
we then have
∥TBH1x∥∞ ≤ ∥SBGx∥∞ ≤ log(n)∥TBH1x∥∞
Because TBH1x is a restriction of SBGx to a subset of the coordinates, we always have for
any p ≥ 1 that ∥TBH1x∥p ≤ ∥SBGx∥p.
At the same time, we also have
∥SBGx∥p ≤ m
1/p∥SBGx∥∞ ≤ m
1/p log(n)∥TBH1x∥∞ ≤ m
1/p log(n)∥TBH1x∥p
We define Ẽ ⊆ E to be the edges s.t. r(e) > 0, and the let G̃ = (V, Ẽ). Now, appealing
to Theorem 17, we let (H2, u) = SpectralSparsify(G̃, r , 1/2, ε/2).
Finally, we form H by taking the union of the edge sets of H1 and H2 and extending
u and t to the new edge set by adding zero entries as needed. By a union bound, the
approximation guarantees of Equations (6) and (7) simultaneously hold with probability at
least 1− δ.
The edge set remains bounded in size by O(n log n). ◀
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The other direction is easy to see.
5 Extensions of Our Results and Open Problems
Solving dual problems: q-norm minimizing flows and voltages for q < 2
When the mixed (ℓ22 + ℓpp)-objective flow problem (Problem (1)) is restricted to the case
g = 0 and R = 0, it becomes a pure ℓp-norm minimizing flow problem, and its dual problem







where q = p/(p − 1) = 1 + 1/(p − 1). We refer to the diagonal entries of S−1 as ℓq-
conductances. Because we can solve Problem (1) to high-accuracy in near-linear time for
p = ω(1), this allows us to solve Problem (8), the dual voltage ℓq-norm minimization, in time
p(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) log2 1/ε (see [1, Section 7] for the reduction). We summarize this in
the theorem below.
▶ Theorem 18 (Voltage Algorithmic Result, q < 2 (Informal)). Consider a graph G with n
vertices and m edges, equipped with positive ℓq-conductances, as well as a demand vector.





(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) log2 1/ε time, we can
compute an ε-approximately optimal voltage solution to Problem (8) with high probability.
Similarly, we can solve ℓq-norm minimizing flows for q < 2 as dual to the ℓp-voltage
problem, a special case of the mixed (ℓ22+ℓpp)-voltage problem. Picking W = 0 in Problem (2),







where q = p/(p − 1) = 1 + 1/(p − 1). We refer to the diagonal entries of U −1 as q-
weights. Again, because we can solve Problem (2) to high-accuracy in near-linear time for
p = ω(1), this allows us to solve Problem (9), the dual flow ℓq-norm minimization, in time
p(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) log2 1/ε.
▶ Theorem 19 (Flow Algorithmic Result, q < 2 (Informal)). Consider a graph G with n
vertices and m edges, equipped with positive q-weights, as well as a demand vector. For





(m1+o(1) + n4/3+o(1)) log2 1/ε time, we can
compute an ε-approximately optimal flow solution to Problem (9) with high probability.
Open Questions
Mixed ℓ2, ℓq problems for small q < 2. In this work, we provided new state-of-the-art
algorithms for weighted mixed ℓ2, ℓp-norm minimizing flow and voltage problems for p >> 2,
and for pure ℓq-norm minimizing flow and voltage problems for q near 1.
A reasonable definition of mixed ℓ2, ℓq-norm problems for q < 2 is based on gamma-
functions as introduced in [9] and used in [1]. We believe that with minor adjustments to our
multiplicative weights solver, these objectives could be handled too, by solving their dual
ℓ2, ℓp-gamma function problem for p > 2.
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Directly sparsifying mixed ℓ2, ℓq problems for q < 2. A second approach to developing a
fast ℓ2, ℓq-gamma function solver for q < 2 would be to directly develop sparsification in this
setting. We believe this might be possible, and in the general matrix setting might provide
better algorithms than alternative approaches.
Removing the m
O(1)
p−1 loss in sparsification. Our current approaches to graph mixed ℓ2, ℓp-
sparsification lose a factor m
O(1)
p−1 in their quality of approximation, which leads to a m
O(1)
p−1
factor slowdown in running time, and makes our algorithms less useful for small p. We
believe a more sophisticated graph sparsification routine could remove this loss and result in
significantly faster algorithms for p close to 2.
Using mixed ℓ2, ℓp-objectives as oracles for ℓ∞ regression. The current state-of-the-art
algorithm for computing maximum flow in unit capacity graphs runs in Õ(m4/3) time [21],
and uses the almost-linear-time algorithm from [25] for solving unweighted ℓ22 + ℓpp instances
as a key ingredient.
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